
MY HIDDEN 22 
Chapter 22: Ling Yan’s Successful Operation 

 

“Who takes showers so early in the morning anyways?” Gu Weiwei argued furiously. 

“My brother always takes a shower before going out in the morning. You snuck into his shower, didn’t 

you?” Fu Shiqin smirked 

“...” Gu Weiwei suddenly became speechless. 

Mu Weiwei did sneak into Fu Hanzheng’s bathroom whilst he was showering, so even if she had not 

done it on purpose this time, it was hard for her to prove herself innocent. 

The doorbell rang and Fu Shiqin answered it. It was Xu Qian who had delivered the clothes and the 

breakfast. 

Fu Shiqin had his arms over Xu Qian’s shoulders as he pointed at Gu Weiwei. 

“Xu, guess who this girl is?” 

Xu Qian threw an are-you-an-idiot look at him and greeted Gu Weiwei with a half bowed back. 

“It has been a long time, Miss. Mu.” 

“Damn it! What made you recognize her when even I couldn’t?” Fu Shiqin was not convinced. 

Without answering him, Xu Qian went to deliver the clothes to Fu Hanzheng. 

And he also helped her to get the slipper back. 

A while later, Fu Hanzheng came out of the room. 

He was dressed in a hand-made blue business suit with a silvery grey tie which was worn well on him. 

The buttons of his shirt were luxurious and exquisite and he looked sexy yet well restrained. 
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He threw a look at Xu Qian. “Have you brought the things?” 

Xu Qian took out a card from the pocket of the suit and gave it to her. “I have asked Mr. Ming, half of 

the manual is worth 300,000 yuan, so here is the money.” 

Fu Hanzheng took the card and placed it in front of her. 

“That’s how much the chess manual is worth right now. Take your payment.” 

Gu Weiwei accepted the card and said sincerely, “Thank you, and... I didn’t mean what I just did, really!” 

“Okay.” Fu Hanzheng looked expressionless. 



Mu Weiwei had been too fascinated by Fu Hanzheng, but now she couldn’t just tell them that she was 

no longer Mu Weiwei. 

Therefore, she had to answer for all of the responsibilities of the previous My Weiwei. 

Xu Qian had noticed that she was quite embarrassed, so he stepped in to help her out. 

“Miss. Mu, could you please help me with the tableware?” 

Gu Weiwei turned around and walked into the kitchen to fetch the bowls and spoons. The moment she 

came out of the kitchen, she ran into a piece of news that was being broadcasted on the TV. 

“The internationally famous Movie Queen has been away from the screen for years because of a heart 

disease. Fans had been praying for her constantly. However, a couple of days ago, the Movie Queen, 

Ling Yan, had a heart transplant surgery and it turns out that it was a success. Yesterday, she was 

discharged from the hospital and was gladly received by numerous fans. 

Gu’s Enterprise hired hundreds of security men to keep order and Gu Siting, the President of Gu’s 

Enterprise, as well as Mrs Director of Gu’s Enterprise arrived at St. Paul Hospital to receive Ling Yan...” 

“Gu Siting must be in a relationship with this Ling person...” 

Fu Shiqin mumbled with clenched teeth as he carried on eating. 

Gu Siting was on TV for just a few seconds, but he already presented himself as an elegant noble 

gentleman. 

The eyes that had been placed upon her before were now upon Ling Yan who was seated in the 

wheelchair. 

Her heart that was removed from her was now in Ling Yan’s body. 

As she saw the scene on TV, she couldn’t help but shiver. The tableware in her hands fell onto the 

ground, scattering into pieces. 

“Get the operation done, have it removed.” 

It was this last word that exterminated her last hope of survival. 

 


